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A great deal of study has been devoted to the problem of how to identify and categorize 
usability problems; however there is still a lack of studies dealing with the problem of how 
to diagnose the causes of usability problems and how to feed them back into design process. 
The value of classifying usability problems can be enhanced when they are interpreted in 
connection with design process and activities. Thus it is necessary to develop a systematic 
way of diagnosing usability problems in terms of design aspects and applying diagnosis 
results to improve design process and activities. With this issue in mind, this paper proposes 
a conceptual framework that supports a systematic classification and diagnosis of usability 
problems. This paper firstly reviews seven approaches to classifying usability problems. 
Then we point out the needs of adopting a model-based approach to classifying and 
diagnosing usability problems and of developing a comprehensive framework guiding the 
use of model-based approaches. We then propose a conceptual framework that specifies how 
a model-based classification and diagnosis of usability problems should be conducted and 
suggests the combined use of three different types of models, each of which address context 
of use, design knowledge, and design activities. Last we explain how a sound classification 
scheme of usability problems can be systematically developed and how the classification of 
usability problems can be connected to design process and activities on the basis of the 
framework. 
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As one of the critical quality attributes of IT systems, usability has been much studied during 
recent decades. It is well known that systems showing a high degree of usability can ensure 
tangible and measurable business benefits (Peuple and Scane 2004; Strawderman and 
Koubek 2008). Usability can be defined as ‘the capability of IT systems to be understood, 
learned, used and be attractive to the user, when used under specified conditions’ (Schoeffel 
2003). Important usability research topics include: usability factors, usability evaluation 
methods and metrics, user interface design principles and guidelines, usability problem 
classifications, and user-centred design methodologies (Te’eni et al. 2007).  
Many studies have examined several usability factors characterizing the concept of 
usability, which makes it difficult to give an absolute definition of usability. For example, 
ISO/IEC 9241 (1998) specifies three dimensions: effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. 
Nielsen (1993) gives another example of such factors: learnability, efficiency of use, 
memorability, errors, and satisfaction. Usability factors can be categorized into two groups: 
objective and subjective. Objective usability factors are concerned with the assessment of 
how well users perform their tasks, whereas subjective usability factors attempt to evaluate 
how users actually feel the usability of a system (Bevan 1999; Jin et al. 2009). 
There are a lot of usability evaluation methods or techniques, and there are several 
ways of classifying them. However, they are usually categorized into the three groups: 
usability testing, usability inquiry, and usability inspection (Zhang 2011).  Usability testing 
methods make users conduct a set of tasks by using a system or a prototype and then 
evaluate how they conduct their tasks. Co-discovery learning, question-asking protocol, and 
shadowing method are the typical examples of usability testing methods. Usability inquiry 
methods observe how users use a system in real work settings and ask them questions in 
order to understand their feelings about the system and their information needs. Field 
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observation, focus groups, and questionnaire survey are categorized into usability inquiry 
methods. Usability inspection methods examine usability-related aspects in an analytic 
manner. Typical inspection methods contain cognitive walkthrough, pluralistic walkthrough, 
and heuristic evaluation. As there is absolutely no best method for all situations, it is 
necessary to choose an appropriate method, taking into account evaluation purposes, 
available time, measures to be collected, and so on. All of the three types of methods are 
effectively used for formative evaluation, which is conducted during the development 
process of a system in order to form or influence design decisions, as well as for summative 
evaluation, which is conducted after the development of a system is finished in order to 
ensure that it satisfies usability requirements or meets certain standards (Fernandez et al. 
2011). 
Ivory and Hearst (2001) classifies usability evaluation methods into five groups by 
adding two types of evaluation methods to the three types described above. The additional 
two types are analytical modelling and simulation that focus on the prediction of usability 
based on the models of users and user interfaces. Typical methods of analytical modelling 
include cognitive task analysis, task-environment analysis, and GOMS (Goals, Operators, 
Methods, and Selection Rules). Petri net models and genetic algorithm-based models are the 
representative examples of the models employed for simulation methods.   
Although a variety of design features influence the level of usability, user interfaces 
would be one the most important design factors affecting usability (Freudenthal and Mook 
2003). For this reason, a lot of user interface design principles and guidelines have been 
developed to support interface designers’ development activities. Design principles are high-
level design goals that hold true irrespective of task or context, whereas design guidelines 
are more specific rules that serve as means implementing design principles depending on 
task and context (Peuple and Scane 2004). Consistency is one example of design principles, 
and one guideline corresponding to this is ‘always place home button at top left hand corner’.  
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Usability engineering is an organized engineering process and a set of methods that 
specify and measure usability quantitatively throughout the development lifecycle (Nielsen 
1993). It emphasizes that usability factors should be clearly specified from the very early 
stage, and that usability should be a central concept of the development process. All of 
usability engineering activities should be coherently organized and connected to other 
development activities (Gillan and Bias 2001; Artman and Zällh 2005; Lin et al. 2009). A 
critical activity to accomplish this is to classify usability problems in a systematic way and 
diagnose them in connection with design process and activities (Card 1998; Hassenzahl 2000; 
Howarth et al. 2007; Vermeeren et al. 2008; Bekker et al. 2008). For this, a great deal of study 
on the classification schemes of usability problems has been conducted in the field of 
software engineering and human-computer interaction (HCI). 
However, it seems that the previously developed classification schemes do not provide 
sufficient methods to associate usability problems with design process and activities 
(Hornbæk and Frøkjær 2005; Hornbæk 2009; Lindgaard 2006). Additionally, it is not easy to 
identify a theoretical basis that can encompass the core ideas of the previous classification 
schemes. Such a theoretical basis is needed if we want to develop another classification 
scheme and use existing schemes effectively (Capra and Smith-Jackson 2005). With this issue 
in mind, this study aims at proposing a new conceptual framework for developing a scheme 
for classifying and diagnosing usability problems, which can give some useful insights for 
improving design process and activities as well. This paper firstly reviews seven approaches 
to categorizing usability problems. From the review, we point out that a new conceptual 
framework, which offers theoretical backgrounds and practical models for developing a 
classification scheme, is needed for the study of usability problems. Then we describe a set of 
requirements for developing a new classification scheme. Next we explain the proposed 
framework that emphasizes the combined use of three different kinds of models, each of 
which addresses context of use, design knowledge, and design activities. Last we explain 
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how a comprehensive, coherent classification scheme of usability problems can be 
systematically developed from the proposed framework and how the classification and 
diagnosis of usability problems can be bridged to design process and activities on the basis 
of the framework.  
 
2. Research Backgrounds 
 
COST action 294-MAUSE (towards the MAturation of information technology USability 
Evaluation) is a European consortium that was established to study usability evaluation 
methods and usability problem classifications in a more scientific manner (www.cost294.org) 
(Law 2004). MAUSE identified eight significant problems related to usability evaluation and 
usability engineering, which need much more research activities, based on the opinions of 
usability professionals working in Europe.  
- A lack of a sound theoretical framework to explain the phenomena observed 
- A lack of a set of empirically based and widely accepted criteria for defining usability 
problems 
- A lack of a standard approach to estimating values of key usability test parameters 
- A lack of effective strategies to manage systematically the user/evaluator effect 
- A lack of a thoroughly validated defect classification system for analyzing usability 
problems 
- A lack of widely applicable guidelines for selecting tasks for a scenario-based 
usability evaluation 
- A lack of a sophisticated statistical model to represent the relationships between 
usability and other quality attributes like reliability 
- A lack of a clear understanding about the role of culture in usability evaluation 
These problems seem to come from the fact that many of the usability studies have 
been oriented to resolve practical issues without paying much attention to the development 
of a well-grounded scientific and methodological basis that can bridge theoretical concepts 
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about the interaction between users and systems and the development of usable IT systems 
(Gillan and Bias, 2001; Hornbæk 2006; Law 2004). From the list of these problems, we can 
understand how important it is to classify usability problems systematically and connect 
them to design process and activities in order to improve the usability of IT systems.  
Research on usability problem classifications and research on usability evaluation 
methods should be distinguished. The aim of usability evaluation methods is to offer an 
effective way of identifying and collecting usability problem data. However, even if usability 
problems are well identified and collected, there is still another important issue of classifying 
and interpreting usability problems. The classification schemes of usability problems have 
been developed to address this issue (Capra and Smith-Jackson 2005; Howarth et al. 2007). 
As such, it should be again noted that the purposes of usability problem classification 
schemes are different from those of usability evaluation methods, though they are highly 
interrelated.  
Here we review seven approaches to classifying usability problems as follows. 
Although there are other classification schemes, these seven schemes seem to be sufficient to 
explain and compare the typical approaches for classifying usability problems (Law 2004). 
Of those, four schemes were originally developed to detect and classify software defects in 
the field of software engineering and have been adaptively used for classifying usability 
problems. The other three approaches, which have been developed in the field of HCI, 
classify usability problems based on user and interaction models.  
- Orthogonal Classification Scheme (ODC) (Chillarge et al. 1992) 
- Root Cause Analysis (RCA) (Leszak et al. 2002) 
- Hewlett Packard Defect Classification Scheme (HP-DCS) (Huber 1999) 
- Classification of Usability Problem Scheme (CUP) (Vilbergsdottir et al. 2006) 
- Usability Problem Taxonomy (UPT) (Keehan et al. 1999) 
- User Action Framework (UAF) (Andre et al. 2001) 
- Usability Problems Classification using Cycle Interaction (CI) (Ryu and Monk, 2004) 
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2.1 Classification schemes based on software engineering perspective 
The main purpose of categorizing usability problems is to understand the nature of the 
problems more systematically and thus to diagnose the probable causes of them and 
improve design process and activities. It is known that diagnosing the causes of a problem 
and applying the diagnosis results to the improvement of design process is extremely more 
difficult than identifying the phenomena of a defect or problem (Hollnagel 1993; Springett 
1998). In the classification of usability problems, an essential activity is to determine the 
attributes by which usability problems can be classified and the way of how to use those 
attributes to characterize them. In this regard, the classification schemes of software defects 
in the field of software engineering can be usefully used for usability problems. For this 
reason, MAUSE has also studied the effective ways of applying the classification schemes of 
software defects to the categorization of usability problems. As MAUSE suggested, the 
following four classification schemes can be good references to be used for usability problem 
classification.  
The ODC was developed by IBM in order to give system developers meaningful 
feedback on the progress of the current project (Chillarge et al. 1992). It is aimed to bridge 
the gap between statistical defect models and causal analysis; thus it strives to find out well-
defined cause-effect relationships between software defects and their effects on development 
activities. The ODC provides a basic capability to extract diagnostic quality information from 
defects and infer the health of the development process from the information. It categorizes 
defects in accordance with the eight dimensions or factors that are the objective properties 
characterizing the meaning of a defect (Table 1). These factors are organized using the two 
process steps, in which defect classification data are collected (Freimut 2001). The process 
step Open is carried out when a defect was found and a new defect report is opened in the 
defect tracking system; however, the process step Close is performed when the defect has 
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been corrected and the defect report is closed. As shown in Table 1, three factors are grouped 
to the Open process and the other five factors belong to the Close process. Each factor is 
again composed of several values. For example, the values of Defect Type contain 
assignment, checking, algorithm, function, timing, interface, and relationship. All of the 
factors are necessary to provide the exact semantics of a defect; however two factors Defect 
Type and Trigger play a significant role in the ODC.   
 
<Table 1. Eight attributes characterizing a defect in ODC (Freimut 2001)> 
 
The RCA is a classification scheme that was used for retrospective analysis of the defect 
modification requests discovered in the process of building, testing, and deploying a release 
of a network element as part of an optical transmission network (Leszak et al. 2002). In order 
to capture the semantics of a defect from the multiple points of view, the RCA has five 
categories: Phase Detected, Defect Type, Real Defect Location, Defect Trigger, and Barrier 
Analysis. The Phase Detected refers to a phase on the development life cycle including ten 
phases, which begin from system definition and end with deliveries. The Defect Type 
divides defects into three classes: implementation, interface, and external. Each class is 
further composed of more detailed defect types. For example, the implementation class 
contains the eight types of defects: data design/usage, resource allocation/usage, 
exceptional handling, algorithm, functionality, performance, language pitfalls, and others. 
The Real Defect Location specifies where a defect was located by using three values: 
document, hardware, and software. The Defect Trigger means the actual root causes in the 
RCA. The RCA assumes that there may be several underlying causes rather than just one. 
Four inherently non-orthogonal classes of root causes are provided: phase-related, human-
related, project-related, and review-related. Like the Defect Type, these four classes are 
further composed of more detailed types of causes. For example, the human-related class 
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contains the following: lack of tools knowledge, lack of process knowledge, change 
coordination, introduced with other repair, communication problems, missing awareness, 
lack of domain knowledge, lack of system knowledge, and individual mistake. The Barrier 
Analysis suggests measures for ensuring earlier defect detection and preventing defects.  
The HP-DCS was developed to improve the development process by minimizing the 
number of software quality defects over time (Huber 1999). It has three descriptors for 
characterizing a defect: Origin (the first activity in the lifecycle where a defect could have 
been prevented, not where it was actually found), Type (the area, within a particular origin, 
which is responsible for the defect), and Mode (designator of why the defect occurred). Like 
the ODC and the RCA, each descriptor is composed of several factors or factor groups, of 
which combination classifies defects. The Origin has six factors: specification/requirements, 
design, code, environment/support, documentation, and others. The Type has six factor 
groups, and one example is a group comprising logic, computation, data handling, module 
interface, and so on. The Mode explains the reason of defects with five factors, which are 
concerned with whether information was missing, unclear, wrong, changed, or done in a 
better way. One important thing is that the choice of a factor for the Origin constrains the 
possible set of factors for the Type. In other words, the HP-DCS assumes that a factor for the 
Type is only meaningful in a particular phase of system development process.  
The CUP was developed for the purpose of classifying usability problems to give 
system developers better feedback on how to correct the problems, on the basis of collective 
review of previous defect classification schemes described above (Vilbergsdottir et al. 2006). 
It specifies 10 attributes to characterize a usability problem. They include: Identifier (ID), 
Description, Defect Removal Activity, Trigger, Impact, Expected Phase, Failure Qualifier, 
Cause, Actual Phase, and Error Prevention. As in the other schemes above, most of these 
attributes have a set of values of their own. For example, the Cause has five values: Personal, 
Technical, Methodological, Managerial, and Review.   
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2.2 Classification schemes based on HCI perspective 
The UPT is a taxonomic model in which usability problems detected in graphical user 
interfaces with textual components are classified from the two perspectives: artefact and task 
(Keehan et al. 1999). It was developed on the basis of systematic review of 400 usability 
problems collected in real industry projects. As shown in Fig. 1, it is made up of three 
hierarchical levels. The UPT has an artefact component and a task component, which are 
located at the top level. The artefact component focuses on the interface objects in which 
users experience usability problems, whereas the task component is concerned with 
difficulties encountered in the process of conducting a task. The two top-level components 
are divided into five primary categories, of which three belong to the artefact component and 
two pertain to the task component. Each primary category is composed of multiple 
subcategories. For example, visualness consists of five subcategories: object (screen) layout, 
object appearance, object movement, presentation of information/results, and non-message 
feedback (Fig. 1). The UPT categorizes usability problems into three types depending on how 
a problem is characterized by a combination of the categories and subcategories in Fig. 1. The 
three types of problems are: full classification (FC), partial classification (PC), and null 
classification (NC). The FC implies that a usability problem is classified in a rightmost 
subcategory (the deepest level in Fig. 1). The PC implies that a problem is classified in either 
a primary category or a subcategory that is not at the deepest level. The NC implies that no 
category is selected along a given component. Classification produces a pair of outcomes for 
the two top-level components. For example, a usability problem could be fully classified in 
the artefact component (FC classification) and partially classified in the task component (PC 
classification).  
 
<Fig. 1. Classification of usability problems in UPT (Keehan et al. 1999)> 
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The UAF is an interaction model-based structure for organizing usability concepts, 
issues, design features, usability problems, and design guidelines (Andre et al. 2001). It thus 
aims to be an integrated framework for usability inspection, usability problem reporting, 
usability data management, and effective use of design guidelines. Another main purpose of 
the UAF is to support consistent understanding and reporting of the underlying causes of 
usability problems.  Usability problem classification in the UAF employs an interaction cycle 
model, which adapted and extended Norman’s ‘stage of action’ model. The cycle model is all 
about what users think (cognitive actions), do (physical actions), and see (perceptual actions) 
during the cycle of interaction with computer. It consists of four activity phases: Translation 
(determining how to do it with physical actions), Planning (determining what to do), 
Assessment (determining, via feedback, if outcome was favourable), and Physical Action 
(doing it). This cycle model provides a high level organization and entry points to the 
underlying structure for classifying usability problems. Finding the correct entry point for a 
usability problem is based on determining the part of the interaction cycle where the user is 
affected. Examples of relating usability problems to relevant part of the interaction cycle are: 
‘unreadable error message’ and Assessment, ‘user does not understand master document 
structure’ and Planning, ‘user cannot directly change a file name in an FTP program’ and 
Translation, and ‘user clicks on wrong button’ and Physical Actions.  
Ryu and Monk (2004) developed a classification scheme based on a cyclic interaction 
model, which is similar to the interaction cycle in the UAF. It is aimed at examining low-
level interaction problems and thus they also developed a simple walkthrough method. The 
cyclic interaction model strives to model a recognition-based interaction between users and 
systems, by considering three paths in an interaction cycle: action-effect path, effect-goal 
path, and goal-action path.  These three paths result in three kinds of usability problems: 
action-effect problems, effect-goal problems, and goal-action problems. The action-effect 
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problems are deeply related to mode problems that lead same action to different system 
effects. In general, the mode problems can be classified into three groups: hidden mode 
problems, partially hidden mode problems, and misleading mode signals. The effect-goal 
problems are concerned with goal reorganization process. Ineffective or improper goal 
reorganization can be explained by the four types: missing cues for goal construction, 
misleading cues for goal construction, missing cues for goal elimination, and misleading 
cues for goal elimination. The goal-action problems occur when users should perform 
unpredictable actions to achieve a goal, which can be explained in terms of affordance. 
Typical two unpredictable actions are: weak affordance of a correct action and strong 
affordance of an incorrect action. Ryu and Monk (2004) suggested the use of walkthroughs, 
which is a usability inspection method, in identifying and classifying usability problems 
based on their proposed classification scheme.  
 
2.3 Need of a new classification scheme and conceptual framework  
Capra and Smith-Jackson (2005) consulted usability practitioners in a series of three studies 
and then developed a set of 10 guidelines for describing usability problems. They are as 
follows: (1) be clear and precise while avoiding wordiness and jargon, (2) describe the impact 
and severity of the problem, (3) justify the problem with data from the study, (4) describe the 
cause of the problem, (5) describe observed user actions, (6) describe a solution to the 
problem, (7) consider politics and diplomacy when writing your description, (8) describe 
your methodology and background, (9) help the reader sympathize with the user, (10) be 
professional and scientific in your description. These guidelines can be usefully used to 
make a yardstick for evaluating the classification schemes of usability problems.  
By referring to the guidelines above, we had an interview with five usability 
practitioners working in a mobile phone manufacturer and a software quality certification 
organization. We showed those guidelines to them and asked them other requirements that 
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they think are important in development of the classification schemes of usability problems.  
Collecting the guidelines developed by Capra and Smith-Jackson (2005) and the interview 
consultation results, we identified eight aspects for evaluating classification schemes for 
usability problems. Table 2 shows the evaluation aspects and the comparison between the 
seven classification schemes explained previously.  
 
<Table 2. Comparison of classification schemes> 
 
Classification schemes originated in software engineering community, which include 
ODC, RCA, HP-DCS, and CUP, tend to understand usability problems within a broad 
development context and from the perspective of developers. They have two advantages 
that are of benefit to the development of a classification scheme. One advantage of those 
schemes is to provide a range of attributes and their corresponding values, which is helpful 
to define a set of attributes for classifying usability problems from multiple points of view.  
However, this could be a disadvantage of those schemes as well. If analysts blindly follow 
those schemes, they are likely to miss usability problems that cannot be identified by 
predefined set of attributes. One way to reduce this likelihood is to make analysts 
understand the theoretical backgrounds underlying the predefined set of attributes. 
However, those schemes lack a sound theoretical background that can explain why and how 
those attributes are important for understanding usability problems. Moreover, the 
characterization of usability problems only with the attributes derived from those schemes is 
likely to produce rather narrow analysis results for users’ actual problems, which do not 
characterize the problems from the perspective of users, as they do not well reflect users’ 
task difficulties. The other advantage of those schemes is to provide some insights on the 
way of linking the classification and diagnosis of usability problems to the improvement of 
design process and activities. More specifically, the insights we obtained include: (1) a 
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usability problem can be traced to its related design processes and activities through causal 
chains, (2) the relationship between usability problems and design activities can be many-to-
many, and (3) characterization of a usability problem by using a set of attributes is needed to 
judge whether it should be diagnosed in connection with design aspects or not, and so on.  
Classification schemes developed in the field of HCI, such as UPT and UAF, identify 
and categorize usability problems on the basis of interaction model or users’ task model. 
Accordingly, in comparison with the schemes coming from software engineering community, 
they are more useful for understanding why users feel difficulties in usability problems and 
what kinds of difficulties happen from the cognitive perspective of users. However, they do 
not provide sufficient methods for connecting usability problems to design process and 
activities.  In addition, system designers and evaluators need to be well aware of HCI models, 
such as the cyclic interaction model, in order to make use of the classification schemes 
coming from the field of HCI. Thus it could be a burdensome work for system designers and 
evaluators to use those schemes if they do not have sufficient knowledge on the models. 
In order to make a usability classification scheme more practical and effectual for 
improving design process and activities, it should take two different perspectives (the user 
and the developer perspective) synergistically when characterizing usability problems. 
Additionally, in order to bridging between the classification and diagnosis of usability 
problems and the improvement of design process and activities, a scheme should be 
established based on a conceptual framework that weaves usability problems systematically 
into design process. However, it is hard to say that those two points are well addressed in 
the classification schemes that have been developed so far.  Thus it is necessary to develop a 
new classification scheme, taking account of those two points and the eight evaluation 
aspects listed in Table 2. Here we need to consider a right way of developing a classification 
scheme. As shown in Fig. 2, a conceptual framework needs to be firstly developed, from 
which classification schemes can be systematically developed. Blandford et al. (2004) made a 
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distinction between a particular model and the underlying framework in the development of 
programmable user model. They stated that the framework encapsulates a generalized 
collection of guidelines for construction a model. Thus any model developed from that 
framework inherits the same concepts and principles. Simply instantiating a framework 
results in a particular model. This study made an analogous distinction between a 
classification scheme and the conceptual framework. The conceptual framework offers the 
concepts, perspectives, and their relevant models that will ensure the consistent 
development of classification schemes over a range of IT-based systems. As a classification 
scheme has different features depending on the frameworks or models used for developing 
it, a new scheme and its usage method need to be developed in the manner shown in Fig. 2. 
For the reasons above, the establishment of a new conceptual framework is very meaningful 
to the study of usability problem classification schemes. With this issue in mind, this study is 
aimed to propose a new conceptual framework that emphasizes a combined use of three 
types of models, each of which addresses context of use, design knowledge, and design 
activities. 
   
<Fig. 2. Research method for developing a new classification scheme and conceptual 
framework> 
 
3. Development of a conceptual framework 
 
3.1 Requirements for developing a new classification scheme 
We derived a set of requirements for developing a new classification scheme on the basis of 
the comparative review of existing classification schemes, the eight aspects for evaluating 
classification schemes in Table 2, and the opinions of usability practitioners in the industry. 
These requirements serve as a conceptual basis for the framework proposed in this study. 
First, the concept and scope of usability should be clearly defined in accordance with the 
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purpose of usability problems classification. Traditionally, usability concept does not include 
aspects related to the usefulness of system functions. However, the broader concept of 
usability includes usefulness (Te’eni et al. 2007). If the purpose of classification is to improve 
design process and activities, the broader concept of usability including the concept of 
usefulness should be adopted. However, if the purpose is only concerned with usability 
testing of certain user interface features and interface-based operations, the narrow 
traditional usability concept would be sufficient. 
Second, a usability problem needs to be characterized in terms of basic 5W1H questions 
as follows. These questions make it possible to analyze usability problems from multiple 
points of view. The classification and diagnosis of usability problems can be regarded as 
attempts to seek plausible answers to these questions.  
- What are the functions affected by or resulting in the usability problem?  
- Who experienced the usability problem?  
- When did users experience the usability problem? 
- How did users undergo the usability problem? 
- Which part of user interfaces (Where) is related to the usability problem? 
- Why did the usability problem occur? 
 
Third, two types of usability problems need to be distinguished. The first type is 
usability problems that can be objectively measured without regard to the subjective nature 
of a user. The second type is usability problems that are difficult to be objectively measured 
because they are highly dependent on the subjective feelings of a user. This issue is related to 
the difference between usability and user experience. Although some people still use both 
the terminologies interchangeably, user experience is broader concept than usability (Saffer 
2007). Usability is mainly concerned with the designed features of interactive systems in 
terms of how easy it is to use and how useful it is. However, user experience is concerned 
with the user’s entire interaction with products, as well as the thoughts, feelings, and 
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perceptions that result from the interaction (Tullis and Albert 2008). Referring to the 
terminology from the field of software quality, we can say that usability is more related to 
external quality and user experience is more to the concept of quality-in-use (Bevan 1999). In 
this regard, the second type of usability problems can be said to be user experience problems, 
rather than usability problems. What is important is that we cannot design a user experience; 
we can only design for a user experience (Rogers et al. 2011). However, usability can be 
engineered as the terminology ‘usability engineering’ implies. Thus the first type of usability 
problems can be diagnosed and improved based on the design knowledge of a system. For 
example, the too small size of a label would be the first type of usability problems in that it is 
problematic to all users irrespective of an individual’s perception and can be objectively 
measured. The design rationale underlying the too small size can be found in the design 
knowledge of user interface objects. However, a color of a label would be problematic only 
to a certain ethnic group for whom the use of the color is prohibitive for a religious reason. 
Also, it would be problematic only to a certain user group who don’t like the color. Therefore, 
different approaches are needed to resolve these two different types of usability problems. 
However, this study is mainly concerned with the first type of usability problems.       
Fourth, related to the second requirement, it should be noted that usability problems 
can be categorized by several criteria. From the six questions, we can identify the six 
corresponding criteria as follows: system function criteria (what), user criteria (who), task 
criteria (when), interaction step criteria (how), interface object/feature criteria (where), and 
design principle criteria (partly why). For example, if usability problems of a word processor 
are classified in terms of task, some can be related to editing tasks while others can be 
concerned with formatting tasks. If they are categorized by interface object criteria, some can 
be regarded as menu-related problems and others can be information architecture-related 
problems. As such, a usability problem can be flexibly classified with the six criteria.  
Fifth, if we want to use usability problems more effectively to improve design process 
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and activities, usability problems and design activities should be able to be described by a 
same language or modeling concept.  As will be explained later, the proposed framework 
recommends the consideration of the abstraction level of design knowledge to satisfy this 
requirement.   
 
3.2 New conceptual framework 
Taking into account the requirements above, we propose a new conceptual framework from 
which new classification schemes can be systematically developed and in which existing 
classification schemes can be compared more methodically (Fig. 3). Several conceptual 
frameworks that can satisfy the five requirements described in section 3.1 could be 
developed. However, this study proposes the framework being composed of the three 
perspectives: Context of Use, Design Knowledge, and Design Activities; thus it stipulates 
that a usability problem needs to be analyzed in the collective consideration of the three 
perspectives. Relating the three perspectives to the five requirements, we can say that (1) the 
first, second, third requirements could be addressed by the Context of Use perspective, (2) 
the fourth requirement could be partially addressed by the Context of Use perspective and 
partially handled by the Design Knowledge perspective, and (3) the fifth requirement could 
be dealt with by the integrated consideration of the Design Knowledge and the Design 
Activities Perspectives.  
The analysis of usability problems from each perspective can be facilitated by the use of 
models that reflect the perspective. As there could be several models related to each 
perspective, there is no absolute answer to the question of what model should be used. 
However, as shown in Fig. 3, the proposed framework recommends the use of the three 
models: Artefact-Users-Tasks-Organization-Situation (AUTOS) model for Context of Use, 
Abstraction Hierarchy (AH) model for Design Knowledge, and Function-Behaviour-
Structure (FBS) model for Design Activities.  
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<Fig. 3. Proposed conceptual framework> 
 
This framework emphasizes that usability problems should be interpreted with a 
proper understanding of context of use, with particular attention paid to users’ cognitive 
tasks and knowledge use. Users’ understanding on the design knowledge of a system, which 
they interact with, is an important cue for examining how users conduct their tasks and why 
and how they experience usability problems. Their understanding on the design knowledge 
may be the same as or different from the system designer’s design knowledge. The 
comparison between them can be a useful basis for relating usability problems to design 
process and activities. Such a relationship cannot be absolute and completely explained. 
However, it is meaningful to identify such a relationship in that it gives system designers 
and evaluators a conceptual basis for diagnosing usability problems in association with 
design process and activities. Most of the existing classification schemes focus only on 
determining criteria and classifying usability problems based on the criteria. Thus they do 
not offer a useful way of making use of usability problems during design process. In this 
regard, the proposed framework can be said to be an attempt to overcome the limitation of 
existing classification schemes.  
 
3.2.1 Context of use perspective 
When a usability problem occurs, it cannot be correctly classified and diagnosed without 
properly understanding the context of use in which it happened (Lavery et al. 1997). For this 
reason, it can be said that systematic analysis of contexts of use is the most fundamental 
process for characterizing usability problems (Savioja and Norros 2012). As a context of use 
is regarded as a kind of emergent property, it is impossible to analytically identify all factors 
constituting a context of use (Heo et al. 2009). Additionally, even if they are all identified, a 
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context of use cannot readily be described simply by examining them in isolation or even 
some of them together. Nevertheless, many researchers agree that identifying the factors 
underlying contexts of use and their interrelationships is still the basis of the most systematic 
ways of fathoming the nature of usability problems (Howarth et al. 2007; Law 2004; 
Vermeeren et al. 2008). 
In general, some assumptions about the interaction between users and systems are 
needed to analyze contexts of use. Factors underlying contexts of use can be differently 
identified depending on what assumptions are made. The way that users interact with 
systems is deeply related to the process of their formulating task goals. Regarding this, we 
can think of two different assumptions. One assumption is that user task goals are 
formulated reactively in accordance with the responses or feedbacks of systems against user 
actions. This assumption is well reflected in the classification schemes developed in the field 
of HCI, such as the UAF (Andre et al. 2001) and the CI (Ryu and Monk 2004). However, 
some of the recent studies in HCI pointed out the limitations of this assumption and showed 
that user goal formulation is influenced by not only the responses of systems but also other 
factors including users’ internal cognitive processing and environmental conditions (Boy 
1998). This second assumption, which users formulate their task goals proactively rather 
than reactively, seems to be more valid for the analysis of contexts of use.  
For this reason, the proposed framework employs the AUTOS model that was 
developed by Boy (1998). As shown in Fig. 4, this model attempts to explain contexts of use 
with the combination of five factors: artefact, user, task, organization, and (physical) 
situation. Additionally, he developed a cognitive task analysis method called cognitive 
function analysis (CFA) that helps analyze the cognitive interaction between users and 
systems in a more detailed way. We mentioned previously that the six criteria could be 
effectively used for the classification of usability problems. The analysis of contexts of use 
based on the AUTOS model makes it possible to consider four criteria (task, user, interface 
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object, and interaction step) simultaneously and thus offers a useful means for interpreting 
usability problems.  
 
<Fig. 4. AUTOS model (adapted from (Boy 1998))> 
 
When we interpret usability problems by using the AUTOS model, we can think of 
several possible cases as follows. A usability problem can be critical to all users, whereas 
another problem can be meaningful to a particular user (group). A usability problem can 
have nothing to do with the features of systems but is only related to organizational or 
situational factors.  A usability problem can happen only when conducting a particular task. 
A usability problem can happen only when a particular user (group) conduct a particular 
task. In this way, usability problems can be variously but systematically interpreted by the 
use of the AUTOS model and the four criteria. However, when a usability problem is more 
related to the task and the interface object criteria, it can be more readily connected to the 
Design Knowledge perspective. Thus two different perspectives (the user and the developer 
perspective) can be taken together more meaningfully for the usability problem.  
 
3.2.2 Design knowledge perspective 
As described above, the four criteria among the six criteria for characterizing usability 
problems are addressed in the Context of Use perspective. The other two criteria (system 
function and design principle) can be considered from the Design Knowledge perspective.  
Design knowledge in this framework means the knowledge on the function, behaviour, and 
structure of a system that users interact with. The knowledge on the function mainly 
represents what kinds of functions are available and how they are interrelated each other. 
The knowledge on the structure mainly expresses the spatial layout of user interface 
components or objects and their appearance. The knowledge on the behaviour mainly 
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describes how user interface objects work in order to accomplish the designed functions. 
Taking account of the design knowledge of a system, it is possible to relate these two criteria 
to the task criteria and the interface object criteria. The usability problems related to task and 
interface designs are likely to be concerned with the errors in the design of system functions, 
interface features, and the application of design principles, all of which can be inferred from 
the design knowledge of a system.  There are several models available to represent the 
design knowledge of a system. However, the proposed framework recommends the AH 
model that was developed by Rasmussen (1985). 
The AH model is a multilevel knowledge representation model for describing the 
functional structure of a work domain or system. It was originally developed to represent 
the design knowledge of a complex process control system in the field of cognitive systems 
engineering (CSE). However, it has been effectively used for representing several other types 
of systems, which include library systems, information appliances, mobile phones, 
automobiles, and software systems, in the field of CSE and HCI (Hassenzahl 2000; Kwon et 
al. 2007; Vicente 2002).  
One particular feature of the AH model is that it is defined by many-to-many goal-
means relationships between adjacent levels. In other words, when there is a particular 
function at one level, its higher level explains the reasons why the function is designed, 
whereas its lower level illustrates how the function is actually implemented. In the 
abstraction levels of the AH model, higher levels contain the information about the 
functional purpose of a system and lower levels describe the information about the physical 
implementations of its functions.  
The concept of AH is conceptually differentiated from the concept of part-whole 
physical decomposition that is commonly used in engineering systems. Fig. 5 shows a matrix 
to represent the knowledge of a system, which is composed of two dimensions: functional 
abstraction levels and part-whole decomposition levels. This matrix makes it easier to 
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represent how top-level functional purposes of a system are implemented into visible 
physical features or interface objects.  
 
<Fig. 5. Abstraction hierarchy of a system (adapted from (Rasmussen 1985))> 
 
There is no absolute answer to the number of abstraction levels of the AH model. 
However, several studies showed that five abstraction levels are effective and meaningful for 
modelling most of the technical systems that users need to interact with (Kwon et al. 2007). 
From the top level, the five abstraction levels are: functional purpose (FP), abstract function 
(AF), general function (GF), physical function (PF), and physical form (P). Table 3 explains 
the general meaning of each abstraction level and its meaning adapted for software systems.  
 
<Table 3. Meaning of five abstraction levels> 
 
A simple example would better clarify how a usability problem can be analyzed from 
the AH perspective. The ‘file processing’ of a word processing software is considered a 
function at the GF level. Several functions at the PF level are needed to realize the purpose of 
the ‘file processing’, which include ‘opening file’, ‘closing file’, ‘printing file’, ‘saving file’, etc. 
If a usability problem is observed at the functions of ‘opening file’ and ‘saving file’, we can 
hypothesize that ‘file processing’ function is also problematic, and that there would be likely 
to be a design error in the process of implementing the goal-means relations between ‘file 
processing’ function and the two functions. According to the studies on the AH, users’ task 
situations in the interaction with a system can be effectively identified from the set of the GF-
level functions (Naikar et al. 2006). Generally, a function at the GF-level can be regarded as a 
task that users conduct to achieve the goal of an activity by interacting with a system. For 
this reason, it can be said that utilizing the AH enables evaluators to put usability problems 
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in the wider context of the whole activity that a system is supposed to support.  
 
3.2.3 Design activities perspective 
The Design Activities perspective, connected to the Design Knowledge perspective, enables 
us to hypothesize some ways of improving design process and activities from the 
classification and diagnosis of usability problems. Design theories have a viewpoint that a 
design process comprises a series of activities transforming the functions of a system through 
its behaviours to its structures (Pahl et al. 2007). Related to the concept of the AH, this 
viewpoint can be interpreted as that design process and activities are the attempts to 
transform the top-level functional purposes of a system through the three middle functional 
levels to the bottom-level physical forms. However, such transformations are not made in a 
unidirectional way. Thus they can be made from the lower-level to the higher-level, as well 
as from the higher-level to the lower-level. The FBS model, which was developed by Gero, 
systematically explains the nature of design process and activities in relation to those 
transformations (Gero and Kannengiesser 2004). It is a very comprehensive, generalizable 
model for describing design process and activities. Thus the proposed framework 
recommends the use of the FBS model to reflect the Design Activities perspective.  
The FBS model distinguishes the three design aspects of a system or artefact: function, 
behaviour, and structure. In the FBS model, the function of a system is defined as its 
teleology (what the system is designed for). The behavioural aspect of a system describes the 
attributes that are derived or expected to be derived from the structures of the system. This 
means that the behaviours of a system are related to what a system actually does. The 
structural aspect of a system describes the visible components of a system and their 
relationships. Thus it is concerned with the actual appearance of a system. In this regard, it is 
very similar to the concept of the AH model; this similarity gives some insights on how to 
bridge the Design Knowledge perspective and the Design Activities perspective, which can 
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consequently provide a more scientific method of connecting usability problems with design 
process and activities.  
As shown in Fig. 6, the FBS model defines the elementary five states in the design 
process, which are function (F), expected behaviour (Be), behaviour derived from structure 
(Bs), structure (S), and documentation (D). It also defines the eight abstract design activities 
(transformations) that link the five states (e.g., formulation).  Each of the five states does not 
completely correspond to each abstraction level of the AH model. However, considering the 
meaning of each abstraction level of the AH model, it can be said that F and Be correspond to 
the three high abstraction levels (F, AF, and GF), Bs corresponds to PF, and S corresponds to 
P. By using such relationships between the two models, if a usability problem is observed, 
we can diagnose from the perspective of design knowledge of a system and then reason 
what design process and activities are more related to the problem. The relationships 
between usability problems and design process and activities that are obtained through such 
a reasoning process cannot be absolute and correct; they are only hypothetical. However, it is 
inevitable to conduct such an analysis and reasoning in order to improve design process and 
activities on the basis of usability problems. Unfortunately, existing usability classification 
schemes do not provide a useful way of doing this work.  In this regard, we can find the 
usefulness of the proposed framework. 
 
<Fig. 6. FBS model (adapted from (Gero and Kannengiesser 2004))> 
 
4. Use of the conceptual framework 
 
It should be again noted that the proposed framework is not a classification scheme of 
usability problems. Thus it is not meaningful to compare it with the existing classification 
schemes that were reviewed previously. The main purpose of the framework is to give a 
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conceptual background for developing a new classification scheme. Considering the 
difference between a framework and a classification scheme, we can say that the framework 
proposed in this study is not specific to a particular context but aimed to be general. 
However, classification schemes derived from the framework may be specific to a particular 
context by taking more into consideration the peculiar contextual information of a certain 
context when considering the Context of Use perspective. For example, when we develop a 
classification scheme for usability problems in a safety-critical domain, we need to pay 
particular attention to the domain-specific information and features, which are different 
from those of other domains. Although simple examples introduced in this paper are related 
to general-purpose software, it needs to be addressed that classification schemes specific to a 
particular context may be developed from the framework.   
Based on the proposed framework and the set of requirements for establishing a 
classification scheme, we can identify a minimal set of attributes that a new classification 
scheme should include (Table 4), which needs to be included in any classification schemes. 
However, this set of attributes is never a complete one; one can develop another 
classification scheme based on the framework, which contains a more comprehensive, 
coherent set of attributes.   
 
<Table 4. Minimal set of attributes to be included in a classification scheme> 
 
Except for the general two attributes, all the other attributes can be grouped into three 
categories, each of which addresses one of the three perspectives in the framework. All of the 
attributes are also categorized into either required one or optional one. The required 
attributes should absolutely be used to characterize usability problems from the Context of 
Use perspective. The resultant characteristics of a usability problem reported determine what 
optional attributes should be accordingly used.  From the resultant characteristics, we can 
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make a decision whether it is worth considering a usability problem in connection with the 
errors of design process and activities. If a usability problem is considered more related to 
other factors rather than the errors of design process and activities, it is unreasonable to 
diagnose the problem from the perspective of design process and activities.  
For example, let’s suppose that many people in an area complain about the use of some 
functions of a mobile phone that need a stable Internet connection. In this case, the main 
cause of this usability problem would be related more to the unstable Internet connection 
condition in this area than to the design deficiencies of those functions. Thus it is not 
necessary to connect this problem with design process and activities. We can find another 
example in the use of decision support software in a company. Let’s suppose that the 
software is developed to support the decision makers whose works are based on a business 
process standardized in the company. However, if the inventory management workflow of 
the business process is changed as a result of business engineering, employees who should 
make a decision on the inventory management would complain usability problems in using 
the software. In this case, it is not meaningful to link the usability problems with the process 
and activities of designing the software. On the contrary, if some people report that they 
have difficulty in managing emails with a mobile phone, it would be likely that the main 
cause of the usability problem reported is related to some errors occurring in the process of 
designing the functions for managing emails. Thus it is worth associating the cause of the 
usability problem with the design process and activities of the mobile phone. 
If the characterization of usability problems using the Context of Use perspective 
indicates that a problem needs to be further analyzed from the design perspective, we can 
diagnose it from the Design Knowledge perspective by using the three attributes, as shown 
in Table 4. Particularly, it is important to hypothesize what types of transformations in the 
AH model are highly related to a usability problem. Through this diagnosis process, the 
causes of a usability problem are reasonably linked to design process and activities. For 
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example, if a usability problem is about the small font size, it could be related to the 
transformation from the PF level to the P level in the AH model.   
After diagnosing a usability problem from the Design Knowledge perspective, the next 
step is to identify design activities that would be likely to be related to the problem from the 
Design Activities perspective. For this, the corresponding relationships between the FBS 
model and usability-related design activities, shown in Table 5, would be effectively used. 
Considering the purpose of usability-related design activities and referring to the relevant 
literatures (Kruchten 2005; Nielsen 1993; Shneiderman and Plaisant 1998; Te’eni et al. 2007), 
we established such relationships. However, these relationships are never complete and 
would not be so exclusively one-to-one. Thus they should be used only as a referential basis 
for connecting a usability problem with design activities. For example, in the earlier example 
of small font size, if the problem is considered being related to the transformation from the 
PF to the P, this transformation corresponds to the synthesis activity in the FBS model. 
Additionally, based on the relationships shown in Table 5, we can think of that the problem 
is highly likely to be related to the design errors of presentation design activity.   
 
<Table 5. Relationships between FBS model-based design process and usability-related 
design activities > 
 
5. Concluding remarks 
 
This study proposed a conceptual framework that aims to support the development of a 
classification scheme of usability problems. As the usability of IT systems are increasingly 
important, the classification of usability problems and the diagnosis of them in connection 
with design process and activities have accordingly become significant. In this paper, we 
reviewed seven methods for classifying usability problems, which well reflect the typical 
approaches developed in the fields of software engineering and HCI. The review results 
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pointed out that most of the existing classification schemes do not provide an effective way 
of connecting the classification of usability problems with the improvement of design 
process and activities. This study claimed that a conceptual framework should firstly be 
developed to address this issue, which offers theoretical backgrounds and practical models 
for developing a classification scheme. To develop a conceptual framework more 
systematically, we identified a set of requirements for establishing a new classification 
scheme of usability problems. Taking account of these requirements and the limitations of 
existing classification schemes, we developed a new framework in which a new classification 
scheme can be systematically developed and the earlier studies on usability problem 
classification can be compared more methodically.  
The proposed framework emphasizes the integrated consideration of the three 
perspectives: Context of Use, Design Knowledge, and Design Activities. It specifies that a 
usability problem needs to be categorized and diagnosed in a collective consideration of the 
three perspectives. The analysis of usability problem from each perspective can be facilitated 
by the use of models that deal with the perspective. Although several models could be used 
for each perspective, the proposed framework recommends the use of the AUTOS model, the 
AH model, and the FBS model for the Context of Use, the Design Knowledge, and the 
Design Activities perspective respectively. The Context of Use perspective helps us to 
interpret usability problems within a broad context of use. It specifies that a usability 
problem needs to be identified as one of two types, depending on whether the causes of the 
problem are considered more related to design factors (e.g. inconsistent layout of user 
interface objects) or non-design factors (e.g. an individual’s preference for a color). If a 
usability problem is judged more related to design factors, it should be further analyzed 
from the Design Knowledge perspective. This perspective helps us to diagnose the causes of 
the problem in terms of the design principles and the abstraction levels of the design 
knowledge of a system that users interact. Based on the diagnosis results, the Design 
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Activities perspective enables us to reason what types of usability-related design activities 
are likely to be related to the causes of a usability problem.  
Considering the limitations of existing classification scheme mentioned above, we can 
say that the proposed framework is meaningful in that it attempts to connect the 
classification of usability problems with the improvement of design process and activities 
and provides conceptual foundations useful for the systematic diagnosis of usability 
problems. However, it should be noted that the framework is not a kind of a classification 
scheme. The purpose of the framework is to be used as a conceptual basis for developing a 
new classification scheme and dealing with usability problems; therefore, it should be 
regarded as a thinking tool for system designers and evaluators. Although this paper 
presented a set of attributes that a classification scheme should include, one can think of 
other attributes and then develop a more comprehensive, coherent classification scheme. 
Therefore, the practical process of establishing a classification scheme from the framework 
remains as a future research. Additionally, more case studies of using the framework in 
various systems should be secured in order to refine and improve it.  Particularly, we expect 
that a more effective way of integrating the three perspectives, which offers a more practical 
method of improving design process and activities based on usability problems, can be 
obtained from more case studies.  
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Table 1. Eight attributes characterizing a defect in ODC (Freimut 2001) 
Attributes Description Process 
Activity When did you detect the defect? 
Open Trigger How did you detect the defect
Impact What would have customer noticed if defect had escaped into the field?
Target What high level entity was fixed? 
Close 
Source Who developed the target? 
Age What is the history of the target? 
Defect Type What had to be fixed? 
Defect Qualifier Is the defect type missing, incorrect, or extraneous?  
 4
Table 2. Comparison of classification schemes  
 Evaluation Aspect ODC RCA HP-DCS CUP UPT UAF CI 
Theoretical backgrounds on usability - - - - ++ ++ ++ 
Multiple attributes for characterizing problems ++ ++ ++ ++ - - - 
Characterizing actual problems from the perspective of 
users - - - + + ++ ++ 
Identifying and analyzing the context of use in which 
problems are found - - - - + + + 
Means for linking problems to design process - - - - - - - 
Diagnosing the likely causes of problems from the 
perspective of design process and activities + + + + + - - 
Evaluating the impacts of problems + - - + + - + 
Providing solutions to problems - - - + - - - 
Note) -: Weak, +: Moderate, ++: Good 
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Table 3. Meaning of five abstraction levels  
Abstraction 
Level General Meaning Meaning Adapted for Software Systems 
FP The purpose for which a system is designed The purpose for which a software is designed 
AF 
The causal structure of the process in terms of mass, energy, 
information, or value flows; the values or priorities that must 
be preserved in carrying out the work of a system 
The values or priorities that must be preserved in carrying 
out tasks supported by a software 
GF The purpose-related functions that a system is designed to achieve 
The purpose-related functions that a software is designed to 
achieve the functional purpose 
PF The characteristics of the components and their interconnections 
The user interface object-related functions designed to 
achieve the general function 
P The appearance and spatial location of those components The appearance and spatial location of the user interface objects 
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Table 4. Minimal set of attributes to be included in a classification scheme 
Group Attribute Description Required or Optional? 
General 
Identifier Identifier for the usability problem Required 
Overview General explanation of the usability problem Required 
Context of 
Use 
Interface object Interface objects related to the usability problem (e.g., button, form, menu, etc.) Required 
User group 
User groups related to the usability problem 
(e.g., novice unfamiliar to certain functions, user groups with particular 
cultural background, etc.) 
Required 
System function or task System functions or tasks related to the usability problem (e.g., navigation, error prevention, form filling, etc.) Required 
Organizational factor Organizational factors related to the usability problem (e.g., usability problems related to communication, etc.) Required 
Situational factor Situational factors related to the usability problem (e.g., tasks with time limitation, etc.) Required 
Cognitive stages of task User’s cognitive processing stages in conducting a task (e.g., goal formulation, establishing plan, state identification, etc.) Optional 
Design 
Knowledge 
Interface design principle Interface design principles related to the usability problem (e.g., consistency, visibility, error recovery, etc.) Optional 
AH of design knowledge An abstraction level of AH that is judged to be related to the usability problem Optional 
Transformation in AH Transformation in AH that is judged to be related to the usability problem (e.g., FP -> GF; GF -> PF) Optional 
Design 
Activity 
Design activity in FBS Design activities in FBS that are judged to be related to the usability problem (e.g., implementation, evaluation, etc.) Optional 
Relevant activities in UCD 
Relevant design activities in UCD that are judged to be related to the usability 
problem 
(e.g., task analysis, navigation design, requirements validation, etc.) 
Optional 
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in FBS Activity in FBS Relevant Activities in User-Centred Design 
FP -> AF -> GF Formulation F -> Be 
User and task analysis 
Analysis of context of use 
Usability requirements specification 






Error prevention and recovery design 
P -> PF Analysis S -> Bs Testing Review activities 
PF <-> GF Evaluation Be <-> Bs Requirements validation Usability evaluation 
GF -> P Documentation S -> D User manual design Help contents design 
P <-> P Structural Reformulation S -> S 
Refinement of design and code 
Fixing defects in design and code 
PF <-> PF Behavioural Reformulation S -> Be Requirements change 








Object (Screen) Layout   
Object Appearance   
Object Movement   
Presentation of  
Information/Results   
Non-Message Feedback   
    
Language 




Other System Messages 
On-Screen Text 
User-Requested Information/Results 
    
Manipulation 
Cognitive Aspects Visual Cues 
 Direct Manipulation 
Physical Aspects   




Interaction   
Navigation   
Functionality   
    
Task-Facilitation 
Alternatives   
Task/Function Automation   
User Action Reversal   
Keeping the User Task on Track   
 


















Systematic Criteria Assessment of 
Usability Problems
Diagnosis of Usability 
Problems









Focus of   
previous studies






Fig. 2. Research method for developing a new classification scheme and conceptual framework 
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Fig. 3. Proposed conceptual framework 
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Fig. 4. AUTOS model (adapted from (Boy 1998)) 
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Fig. 5. Abstraction hierarchy of a system (adapted from (Rasmussen 1985)) 
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Fig. 6. FBS model (adapted from (Gero and Kannengiesser 2004)) 
 
